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ast summer in the Karakoram was one of the hottest on record. From
early June through to August, parts of the range received little precipitation and expeditions to the higher peaks were relatively successful.
However, many were also beaten because the weather was too good,
excessive heat causing problems such as lack of snow cover and considerable
rockfall. Those operating at lower altitudes needed to choose their routes
carefully and most found it only feasible to climb through the co1dest
hours of the night. The months of June and July form the peak season in
the Karakoram and the majority of teams climbing in August reported the
last really clear weather around the middle of the month. In total there
were 50 expeditions from 17 countries. 17 of the 29 expeditions to 8000m
peaks were successful, but only four of the other 21 expeditions (above
6000m) succeeded.
The Pakistan government are still reviewing a possible introduction of
permits and guides/liaison officers for teams climbing below 6000m in unrestricted areas. The well-known Pakistan mountaineer, Nazir Sabir, was
recently elected to the Northern Area Council, defeating a member of the
Hunza royal family and another candidate with a large following. This
should benefit not only visitors, whose needs he understands well, but also
the people of Northern Pakistan.
K2 Thirteen climbers summited from Pakistan and four from China. The
most notable events last season involved Basque mountaineers, who succeeded in climbing K2 from both sides. In 1983 the SSE Spur had been
climbed to near a junction with the Abruzzi Spur by Andy Parkin, Jean
Afanassieff, Roger Baxter-Jones and Doug Scott. In 1994 a six-man Basque
team made a conventional fixed rope ascent of this route, reaching the summit on 24 June. The summiters were Juanito Oiarzaba1 (leader), A1berto
and Fe1ix Inurrategi, Enrique de Pab10 and the Cata1an Juan Tomas.
A strong American-Polish trio, Carlos Buhler, Wojciech Kurtyka and
Krzysztof Wielicki, gave up their attempt on the W face and turned their
attention to the SSE Spur. Also on this line were British mountaineer, Bill
Barker, Australian Michae1 Groom and Americans Bruce Burns and Steve
Untch, from Dave Bridges's USA organised expedition, whose primary
objective had been the NW ridge. They changed to the SSE Spur, climbing
to the shoulder on 8 July where they met with the well-known New Zealander Rob Hall and Finnish mountaineer Veikka Gustafsson. Most of these
climbers stopped at the Shoulder but the next day Buhler, Hall, Groom,
Gustafsson and Wie1icki went for the summit. Having climbed through
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the Bottleneck and on towards the summit ridge, fatigue and the lateness
of the hour caused the majority to opt for retreat. However, Hall, who was
the only person using supplementary oxygen, still felt fresh and decided to
continue. Twenty minutes later he made a radio call from the summit
which was relayed by satellite to New· Zealand. With this ascent, Hall
became the frrst New Zealand climber to reach the summit of K2. His subsequent ascent of Cho Oyu in October 1994 completed a remarkable achievement: he had climbed four of the World's six highest peaks in one year
(including Lhotse and Everest). The frrst tragedy on the mountain occurred
two days later. A large Ukrainian expedition to the Abruzzi Spur lost three
members in one accident - Dmitri Ibragimzade, Aleksei Kharaldin and
Aleksandr Parkhomenko. American Steve Untchdied on 26 July when a
frxed rope broke. Having summited on 23 July, he was descending to help
Michael Groom who was in trouble.
On the Chinese side, Basque, Italian and Anglo-American expeditions
were active. On the latter, Alan Hinkes reached a high point of c82S0m.
(Forfulldetailssee 'The North Side a! K2:',pages 71 to 74.) Two members of the
Basque team summited on 30 July. Late on 4 August, Atxo Apellaniz and
Juanjo San Sebastian also reached the top, in frne weather. Unable to descend more than 200m before dark, they were forced to make a high unplanned bivouac. Over the following days San Sebastian was avalanched
400m, but he (and later de la Cruz and Portilla who mounted a reseue
operation) helped Apellaniz (suffering from cerebral oedema) down to
6900m, where he died. San Sebastian's evacuation was further delayed by
repeated but unfulfrlled promises of a helicopter by the Chinese. Back in
Spain he lost parts of seven frngers but, remarkably under the circumstances,
kept all his toes intact. The Italian team, led by Arturo Bergamaschi, were
beaten by technical difficulties at nearly 8S00m, whilst attempting to frnish
directlVlP the unclimbed top section of the true North Ridge.
This ~asthe frrst season in the history of K2 that the mountain was climbed from both sides and the total number of ascents now stands at 113, with
a high frgure of 38 deaths.
Broad Peak (8051m) The main event on the mountain, and possibly the
most signifrcant achievement throughout the whole of the Karakoram last
season, occurred on the 9 July, when the well-known Mexican climber,
Carlos Carsolio, soloed the previously unclimbed SW buttress in a single
push of 40 hours from Base Camp. He encountered Grade V rock and ice
up to 70°. His was only the third mute to be opened to the main summit of
Broad Peak which is his ninth eight-thousander.
Eleven expeditions battled it out on the Normal Route. 1995 regulations
in Pakistan should see this number reduced to a maximum of six. Only
eight climbers appear to have been successful, though this year's events
prove, as has long been suspected, that some mountaineers who claim to
reach the top of Broad Peak actually stop at the foresummit, an hour or
more short of the summit. Hans Kammerlander (South Tyrol) reached the
summit on 21 June and left several metres of red and purple-coloured rope
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attached to a firmly placed ski pole immediately below the highest point.
On his return, he mentioned nothing of this and was able to discreetly quiz
many of the subsequent 'summiters' to ascertain whether their claims were
true or false. His (Czech) expedition was sponsored by the French perfume
company Yves Rocher and made a relatively comprehensive clean-up of
the mountain and Base Camp area, transporting 30 porter loads of nonburnable garbage back to Skardu. They were highly critical of the lack of
co-operation shown by other teams whilst carrying out an onerous but
necessary task.
A three-man Swedish team led by Goran Kropp, attempted a new route
on the S spur leading to the S shoulder. The main difficulties of this line lie
in the steep ground between 5200m-7000m which had previously defeated
several expeditions, including one involving the dynamic Kukuczka/
Kurtyka partnership. The Swedes were unable to get higher than 6500m
and quickly turned to the fast deepening trench of the Normal Route.
On 25 June, Kropp reached the second foresummit with Mats Holmgren,
Australian Andrew Lock and Austrian Martina Bauer (daughter of Willi
Bauer). There are two foresummits on the ridge before the main 8047m
top. The ftrst (8011m) has a rocky top and a little cairn, the second (8017m)
is more snowy. Kropp was unsatisfted with his own performance yet rumours suggest that some of the other climbers made him promise that in
any future debrieftng he would not argue with a statement that everyone
reached the true summit. Back at Base Camp the Austrians celebrated their
success, whilst Kropp prepared for a second attempt. On 2 July, the same
day that three other Austrian climbers reached the foresummit but celebrated
a full ascent, he made the true summit in a single 18-hour push from Base.
In a subsequent report the Austrian climbers rescinded their claim, admitting reaching only the foresummit, except for Bauer who steadfastly refuses
to alter her story and a scenario of events hotly disputed by Kropp and the
Swedish press.
Three expeditions were successful on Gasherbrum 1 (Hidden Peak) via
the Gasherbrum La (the technically easier southern slopes being currently
banned owing to their proximity to the Indo-Pakistan war zone). On
4 August Jonathan Pratt made the fIrst British ascent, followed, on the
12th, by expedition doctor Andrew Collins and Daniel Mazur (USA). A
day later Pratt, with two others, participated in an all-night rescue of a
Bosnian climber who had suffered a stroke on neighbouring G~sherbrum
2. The victim had lain in his tent for three days before being reached by the
rescuers. He was dragged down to Base Camp from c6000m in a sledge
constructed from two blue plastic barrels. The team were also active in a
major clean-up, which not only covered all camps on Gasherbrum 1 and
the communal Gasherbrum Base Camps but extended to Camps 1 and 2
on the route to Gasherbrum 2. Abandoned tents, rope and rubbish were
brought down, burnt or carried out. For 33-year-old Mazur this was his
third 8000m peak. 35-year-old Pratt has now reached the summit of eight
Himalayan peaks including the two above and a couple of high 7000ers.
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Gasherbrum 2 Five expeditions attempted the standard Austrian route
on this popular 8000m peak. Two were successful. On the Chinese side
Kurt Diemberger, Rollo Steffans and Dr Erica Prokosch explored the N
side of K2 and the E faces of Broad Peak and Hidden Peak. Steffans and
Diemberger also reached 5700m on Gasherbrum 2's N ridge.
Gasherbrum 3 (798Om) A British Royal Artillery MA team of eight
climbers (leader Patrick Hickie) reached a high point of 7330m in an attempt,
foiled by bad weather, to make the second ascent - by the original route
climbed in 1975 by the Polish team (Alison Chadwick, her husband Janusz
Onyskiewicz, Wanda Rutkiewicz, and Krzysztof Zdzitowiecki) via the col
between G2 and 3 and the SE face.
Spanish expeditions to Chogolisa and Uli Biaho (6527m) were unsuccessful. Tomoyuki Watanabe's four-man Japanese team failed on a new
route low down and right of the Norwegian Pillar on Great Trango Tower
NE (6231m) after six pitches. On Trango Tower (6239m) Ki Soo Hwang's
four-man Korean expedition also failed. On Trango Pulpit, a 5800m feature on the S side of the Great Trango Tower above the Dunge glacier,
Stefan Eberhard and Julie Styles completed a new 600m big wall up the
lower face. After fixing the initial pitches, the rest of the route went capsule-style using five ropes. In eight days in August they climbed 13 pitches,
the first nine free and the rest on aid. Bolts were placed at each belay (Trango
Dreaming VI Australian 19 A3+).
Seemingly only one expedition (Spanish) went to Nanga Parbat in 1994.
Three climbers summited on the standard Kinshofer route on the Diamir
Face in June, but another, Antonio Lopez, died.
Edi Birnbacher and Martin Goggelmann (Germany) explored the Thaille
valley. From the roadhead at Daltir they walked to Bukma turning NE into
a side valley and establishing Base Camp at 4200m, below the snout of the
glacier. The weather in this region, which borders the Aling glacier SW of
the Masherbrum Group, appears to have been poor in August, with plenty
of rain. However, the duo managed to make the first ascent of a 5300m
fOlesummit of Daltir Peak (their name) via its E face. The climbing was
mixed with 65° snow and ice plus Grade III rock, the latter loose and rotten.
The pair note that for whatever reasons (military and infrastructure seem
the most likely) there was considerable evidence of new road building into
remote valleys. An all-women British expedition attempted several peaks
on the Aling glacier (see MEF Reports, ref. 94/21).
Two young British climbers went to the Gondogoro glacier area, repeating routes done during last year's UlAA Expeditions Commission Youth
meet. Neil McKay and Peter Winterbottom tried Cholon twice, reaching
lOOm-200m below the summit on the second attempt. On 4 September
they repeated Madzenspitze (570Om) in a 20-hour round trip, giving magnificent views of the 8000m peaks.
At 7388m, Ultar above Karimabad in Hunza remains one of the highest
unclimbed massifs in the world. It retained its aura of impregnability last
summer by shrugging off another two expeditions. The British team first
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made a reconnaissance of the N side from the Gulmit glacier, then Crag
Jones and Steve Reid reached 5800m on a similar line to that taken by
Saunders and Sustad in 1991, whilst Julian Freeman-Attwood and Ed
Webster opted for a longer but objectively safer route, which would hit
the E ridge much further down, below an ill-defined subsidiary summit of
a little over 6000m named Sarujet Sar. They reached 6000m. A large
Japanese team tried the S ridge integral from Altit, an enormous proposition
but with less objective danger than other previously attempted routes on
the S face. Yozaburoh Kurosaki was killed when a fixed rope was severed
by rockfall at c6300m. Ultar has now been attempted by over a dozen
expeditions.
Shispare (7611m) In July a Japanese expedition repeated the original
route from the Pasu glacier (second ascent of the mountain). On 7 August
a German expedition using skis repeated Pasu Peak (7295m), a long glacial expedition from the east.
Momhil Sar (7343m) defeated a five-man Spanish team who tried the
unclimbed E ridge above the col connecting Momhil to Trivor. Like Hans
Schell in 1964, they found it too difficult. Schell had then traversed out left
to the easier S ridge to complete the ascent.
Diran attracted six expeditions in the summer of 1994. One is believed
to have reached the S ridge from the Upper Bagrot glacier to avoid avalanche danger, an approach explored in 1954 by Rebitsch's expedition. The
others used the normal N face/W ridge route. Jon Tinker's commercial
expedition failed because of deep avalanche snow low on the N face in
December. Dave Wilkinson, Bill Church, Brian Davison and Tony Park
were active in the Hispar area (see MEF Reports, ref 94/36).
Laila (6985m) N of Haramosh was attempted by a Japanese expedition.
They tried the E ridge from the junction of the Haramosh and Chogolungma
glaciers. They appear to have been stopped more from lack of fixing rope
than from insurmountable difficulty or weather problems.
Brendan Murphy (Ireland) and Dave Wills (New Zealand), recipients of
the Nick Estcourt award for 1994, tried the N ridge of Latok 1 (7145m).
They commented upon rubbish from base camps contaminating even this
relatively unvisited area (see MEF Reports, ref 94/42).
In Chitral repeats were made of Dirgol Zom (6788m) by the E ridge,
Gul Lasht Zom (6665m) and Nobaisum Zom (707Om). Three British climbers, Annabelle Barker, Pru Cartwright and Margaret Clennett, vis.ited Babu
base camp (4960m), used to reach the north side of Tirich Mir, and visited
the valley south of Bandok, noting climbing potential and some good granite. A British team led by Dave Wilson explored the Hindu Raj (see MEF
Reports, re! 94/12).
Thanks are due to Xavier Eguskitza, Adrian Burgess, Edi Birnbacher, Geoff
Birtles, Jim Curran, Julian Freeman-Attwood, Joakim Gronvik, Alan Hinkes, DanielMazur, J6ze! Nyka, Abdul Quddus, Imtaz Ali, Taleh Mohammad and Nazir
Sabirfor help in compiling these notes.

